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Mario Diaz. Sin título, c.2004. Gelatin silver print, ed. 1/10,

12 x 20” (unframed). Courtesy of Madeleine P. Plonsker. 

https://www.fandm.edu/phillips-museum


Nissley Gallery  
Rotation!

The Light in Cuban Eyes:
Selections From The Madeleine P. Plonsker 
Collection of Contemporary Cuban Photography

Resurgence:  
The F&M Art, Art History,  
and Film Department Biennial

Local Artist Spotlight!

Welcome back to campus! 
The Phillips staff has been 
working over the summer 

break to refresh the selections of our 
permanent collection in our Nissley 
Gallery. Much of the artwork on 
exhibit is either making its “vault 
debut” or is a new gift to Franklin & 
Marshall College. We’re excited for 
the learning possibilities that these 
new artworks offer.

The museum’s permanent 
collection gallery is named in 
honor of F&M alumnus Thomas 
W. Nissley ’55 and his wife Emily 
Baldwin Nissley, who together 
generously provided funding for 
its care and programming. The 
exhibition is a broad sampling 
from the museum’s various core 
collections and includes indigienous 
material culture, regionally created 
furniture, fiber arts and crafts, as 
well as paintings, sculptures, works 
on paper and glass arts. Highlights 
include works by renowned artists 
such as Luigi Rist, Aharon Bezalel, 
Nanette Carter, Al Loving, and Keith 
Haring.

The collection is evolving and 
we are deeply indebted to the many 
generous donors who have helped it 
grow into a robust teaching resource 
that can be used to engage with our 
diverse student population and the 
greater Lancaster community. 

As always, our complete 
collection can be found in our 
database online!

In 2002, art collector and 
philanthropist Madeleine P. 
Plonsker began traveling to Cuba 

to learn more about Havana’s 
thriving art scene. The Light in 
Cuban Eyes focuses on photography 
from 1990 to 2013, which spans 
Cuba’s “Special Period in the Time 
of Peace”, a difficult and tumultuous 
era resulting from the withdrawal of 
financial support from the former 
Soviet Union.

These extraordinarily talented 
artists are often known only to 
the small population of collectors 
fortunate enough to have traveled 
to this tightly restricted country, or 
through their art-world reputations 
that have only recently started to 
expand beyond the island. More than 
a decade has passed since Plonsker 
began seeking out contemporary 
photography in Cuba, growing 
her collection to more than 170 
photographs and a dozen sculptures. 
It has been an intensely personal 
journey for her, as she connected 
with the artists in ways she could 
never have anticipated.

Curated by Lindsay Marino, 
Director & Collections Manager 
and Janie Kreines, Curator of 
Exhibitions & Engagement at the 
Phillips Museum of Art.

T he Phillips Museum of Art at 
Franklin and Marshall College 
is honored to present F&M 

faculty, staff, and emeriti from the 
Department of Art, Art History, 
and Film in the biennial exhibition, 
Resurgence. Artists in the exhibition 
include Caitlyn Bishop, Kevin Brady, 
Linda Cunningham, Carol Hickey, 
John Holmgren, Bill Hutson, Rick 
Kent, Magnolia Laurie, JunCheng 
Liu, Virginia Maksymowicz, Jeremy 
Moss, and Jason Thompson. Each of 
the 12 artists were invited to present 
new work in a variety of media from 
drawing, painting and printmaking 
to sculpture, photography, and film. 
This exhibition is a celebration 
of our colleagues as well as an 
opportunity for the college and the 
greater Lancaster community to 
preview the work of artists who 
dedicate their time, scholarship,  
and talents to Franklin and  
Marshall College.

This biennial exhibition was 
delayed due to COVID-19 but the 
artists persevered in a multitude 
of ways in both their personal and 
professional lives. The Phillips 
Museum of Art is excited to share 
the work that they have created 
during these challenging times.

We hope this exhibition inspires 
our visitors to keep being creative, 
expressing themselves, and sharing 
their work with the world.

Curated by Janie Kreines, Curator 
of Exhibitions & Engagement at the 
Phillips Museum of Art.

T he PMA’s third local artist 
highlighted in the Nissley 
Gallery is Padmini Mongia, 

an English professor at F&M who 
completed a cross-pollinator 
residency at the Winter Visual Arts 
Center in spring of 2022. Mongia 
wanted to explore links between 
word and image, taking an online 
course in Thuluth calligraphy in 
which she learned how to control 
the pen and its ink flow, and became 
conscious of guiding each angle and 
length of a letter. In preparation 
for the residency, she also took an 
online course on art and Jungian 
individuation where she learned 
about the mandala in a formal way.  
      Mongia began making small 
mandalas using calligraphic tools 
(walnut ink and bamboo pens) and 
household objects (coasters, tins) 
to create the circle and square, 
marveling at the endless variation 
that her daily practice revealed. Her 
experimentation with the tools and 
techniques of Thuluth calligraphy 
and the mandala came together 
during the residency and resulted  
in the work on view.

Mongia states: My works suggest 
the difficulty of achieving the square 
with the precision and balance 
inherent in the shape. I make 
the square’s emergence from the 
rectangular part of the work, so that 
margins and uncontained space  
are as much of the piece as the  
form itself. 
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QUESTIONS? CONTACT BABS SMITH, 
PMA OFFICE COORDINATOR
717-358-4428

  @phillipsmuseum

  @phillipsmuseum

Magnolia Laurie. in this out of tune weather, 2019. Oil on panel,  
18 x 18”. Courtesy of the artist. 

Alain Pino Hernández. Sin título, 2001. Gelatin silver print 
with chemicals, 17 x 24” (unframed). Courtesy of Madeleine 
P. Plonsker.

Padmini Mongia. Linen mandala #4, 2022. Walnut, other ink, 
and acrylic on linen, 30 1/2 x 30 1/2”. Courtesy of the artist. 

Nanette Carter (American, b.1954). Things Move in Clusters #3, 
1981. Pen on paper, 13 3/8 x 11 7/8”. Gift of Bill Hutson, EC770.

fandm.edu/phillips-museumUNABLE TO VISIT IN PERSON? CHECK OUT OUR ONLINE EXHIBITIONS!
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